
CHRISTMAS COMPETITIONS

Christmas crossword
By Oedipus and Witzelsucht

Across
I Unitary psychosis keeps 'is eye on the chips (15)
8 Heal an illness - or at least save one's bacon (4)

9 Psychiatrist found in deep in elbow grease (5)
10 See 4 down
II Something visually impressive in Paris, (audibly)

(6)
13 Shrinks with fear, we hear, on boat - so cleans

thoroughly (6)
17 Children's character with repetitive head

movements (5)
18 Cardinals embrace shock treatment in religious

groups (5)
19 Document about hydrogen kills bacteria (5)
20 "Vicar in riotous underage sleaze" headline -

herpes? (5)
22 Academician hesitates in army causing PTSD (6)
25 Parkinsonian feature - dream sleep feature in

geographical feature (6)
27 24's views about his father's sister - well, sounds

like it (4)
28 Completely clean top off grease in a crazy fashion

(5)
29 It's a hospital, you fool! (4)
30 Dream on when "A to Z" causes delusional

infestation (15)

A Gaskell book and a College mug will be
given for the first correctly completed
crossword drawn out of a hat. Entries should
be sent to Dr Matthew Jelley, Consultant
Psychiatrist, Royal United Hospital, Combe
Park, Bath BAI 3NG or Dr John Owen.
Consultant Psychiatrist, Cossham Hospital,
Lodge Hill, Kingswood, Bristol BS15 1LF to
arrive not later than 31 January 1996.

The name of the winner and solution to
the competition will appear in the April 1996
issue of the Psychiatric Bulletin.

Down
1 Go beyond the limit with old germ, reportedly (6)
2 Cheek - well, facial at least (5)
3 Urge forward devil over the French Uprising (5)
4&10 Freud's theory - "The female swan is green"

(5,5)
5 Screams about the old 50-50 split initially (5)
6 Burst of blood pigment or burst of anger about

heroin (11)
7 The King's shilling, or twenty (9)

12 Perversion rubs one up the wrong way (11)
14&15 Shared delusion of duel with one axe (5,1.4)
16 Half of French madness, of French insect in

Italian money (9)
21 Secret information contains idiot (6)
23 Give electric shock to a pervert (for each removed)

(5)
24 Anti-psychiatrist mixes up Hereford regiment

with two extremes (5)
25 A definite article - "M.E. - a subject for discussion"

(5)
26 Person I admitted started madness (5)
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